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AN EXTENSION OF MACMAHON’S EQUIDISTRIBUTION
THEOREM TO ORDERED SET PARTITIONS
JEFFREY B. REMMEL AND ANDREW TIMOTHY WILSON
Abstract. We prove a conjecture of Haglund which can be seen as an exten-
sion of the equidistribution of the inversion number and the major index over
permutations to ordered set partitions. Haglund’s conjecture implicitly defines
two statistics on ordered set partitions and states that they are equidistributed.
The implied inversion statistic is equivalent to a statistic on ordered set par-
titions studied by Steingr´ımsson, Ishikawa, Kasraoui, and Zeng, and is known
to have a nice distribution in terms of q-Stirling numbers. The resulting major
index exhibits a combinatorial relationship between q-Stirling numbers and
the Euler-Mahonian distribution on the symmetric group, solving a problem
posed by Steingr´ımsson.
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1. Introduction
LetSn denote the symmetric group, i.e. the group of permutations of {1, 2, . . . , n}
under composition. Given a permutation σ = σ1 . . . σn ∈ Sn, we define the descent
and ascent sets of σ to be
Des(σ) = {i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n− 1} : σi > σi+1} and
Asc(σ) = {i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n− 1} : σi < σi+1}.
The second author is partially supported by the Department of Defense (DoD) through the
National Defense Science & Engineering Graduate Fellowship (NDSEG) Program.
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The set of inversions of σ, Inv(σ), is defined by
Inv(σ) = {(i, j) : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, σi > σj}.
Then
Invi, = {(i, j) : i < j ≤ n, σi > σj}
is the set of inversions that start at position i and
Inv,j = {(i, j) : 1 ≤ i < j, σi > σj}
is the set of inversions that end at position j. We let
des(σ) = |Des(σ)| inv(σ) = | Inv(σ)|
asc(σ) = |Asc(σ)| invi,(σ) = | Invi,(σ)|
maj(σ) =
∑
i∈Des(σ)
i inv,j(σ) = | Inv,j(σ)|.
des(σ), asc(σ), maj(σ), and inv(σ) are known as the descent number, ascent number,
major index, and inversion number of σ, respectively.
This paper was motivated by the following conjecture of Jim Haglund:
(1)
∑
σ∈Sn
qinv(σ)
∏
i∈Des(σ)
(
1 +
z
q1+inv
,i(σ)
)
=
∑
σ∈Sn
qmaj(σ)
des(σ)∏
j=1
(
1 +
z
qj
)
.
We will give a bijective proof of (1) by viewing it as saying that a certain pair
of statistics defined on ordered set partitions of {1, . . . , n} are equidistributed. In
general, a statistic on a set of objects Obj is a map stat fromO into the set of natural
numbers N = {0, 1, 2, . . .}. Given a sequence of statistics stat1, stat2, . . . , statm on
Obj, the distribution of (stat1, . . . , statm) over Obj is the polynomial
Dstat1,...,statmObj (x1, . . . , xm) =
∑
σ∈Obj
m∏
i=1
x
stati(σ)
i .
Then two sequences of statistics (stat1, . . . , statm) on Obj and (stat
′
1, . . . , stat
′
m) on
Obj′, are said to be equidistributed if
Dstat1,...,statmObj (x1, . . . , xm) = D
stat′1,...,stat
′
m
Obj′ (x1, . . . , xm).
Permutation statistics have long played a fundamental role in combinatorics. For
example, consider the usual q-analogue of n!
[n]q! = [1]q[2]q . . . [n− 1]q[n]q
where [n]q = 1 + q + · · · + q
n−1. In [8], originally published in 1915, MacMahon
showed that inversion number and major index are equidistributed over Sn, and
that
DinvSn(q) = D
maj
Sn
(q) = [n]q!.(2)
In his honor, any permutation statistic with this distribution over Sn is said to be
Mahonian. The equidistribution of inversion number and major index was proved
bijectively for the first time by Foata [3]. Carlitz gave another bijection in [2].
Clearly setting z = 0 in (1) gives (2), so Haglund’s conjecture is an extension
of (2). We shall show that (1) can be viewed as a statement that two statistics
inv and maj on the set of ordered set partitions are equidistributed. It turns out
that the inv statistic is equivalent to a statistic on ordered set partitions studied by
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Steingr´ımsson [10]. It follows from the work of Steingr´ımsson that the coefficient
of zk on the left-hand side of (1) is [n− k]q!Sn,n−k(q) where Sn,k(q) is a q-analogue
of the Stirling number of the second kind Sn,k which is defined by the recursions
Sn+1,k(q) = Sn,k−1(q) + [k]qSn,k(q)
with initial conditions S0,0(q) = 1 and Sn,k(q) = 0 if k < 0 or n < k. The statistic
maj is related to the statistic bmajmil in [10], although we will see that our different
perspective is quite valuable. Furthermore, we will show that our bijective proof
of (1) allows us to give to give a bijective proof of a combinatorial relationship
between the q-Stirling numbers and a certain distribution on the symmetric group
which solves a problem posed by Steingr´ımsson.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we review Carlitz’s insertion
method to prove (2). In particular, we state the key labeling lemmas for inv and maj
for permutations. In Section 3, we give rook theory interpretations of [n]q! and [n−
k]q!Sn,n−k(q) and show how those interpretations lead to a natural interpretation
of the recursions satisfied by [n− k]q!Sn,n−k(q). In Section 4, we define extensions
of inv and maj to the set of ordered set partitions and prove analogues of the
labeling lemmas which allows us to give a bijective proof of Haglund’s conjecture
(1). In Section 5, we describe several extensions of Haglund’s conjecture and give
a bijective proof of Steingr´ımsson’s problem.
2. The Insertion Method
We begin by reviewing a particular bijection on permutations that maps the
inversion number to the major index. This bijection is due to work by Carlitz in
[2], and has come to be known as the insertion method, as it involves accounting
for the effects of inserting a new largest element into a permutation.
Let σ permutation in Sn−1. Then there are n spaces where we can insert n in
σ to obtain a permutation τ ∈ Sn, namely, immediately before σ1 or immediately
after σi for i = 1, . . . , n − 1. We are interested in how this insertion affects the
inversion number and major index of the permutation. In order to keep track of
these changes, we define two labelings of the n spaces in which we could insert n
into σ.
The inv-labeling for σ is the labeling obtained by numbering the spaces from
right to left with 0, 1, . . . , n. To get the maj-labeling for σ, we label the space after
σn−1 with 0, then label the spaces following the descents of σ from right to left
with 1, 2, . . . , des(σ), and then label the remaining spaces from left to right with
des(σ) + 1, . . . , n. For example, if σ = 14352, we can write the inv-labeling of the
spaces of σ as subscripts to get
51443325120.(3)
The maj-labeling of σ is
31442355120.(4)
These labels will work together with insertion maps to build permutations in
Sn. For n ≥ 2, we define the maps
φinv,n, φmaj,n : {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} ×Sn−1 → Sn
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by sending (i, σ) to the permutation obtained by inserting n in the position labeled
i in the inv-labeling (respectively maj-labeling) of σ. For example,
φinv,6(2, 14352) = 143652 and φmaj,6(2, 14352) = 146352.
Then we have the following two lemmas, which we will call insertion lemmas.
Lemma 2.0.1. If σ ∈ Sn−1, then inv(φinv,n(i, σ)) = inv(σ) + i.
Lemma 2.0.2. If σ ∈ Sn−1, then maj(φinv,n(i, σ)) = maj(σ) + i.
Lemma 2.0.1 is straightforward to prove and Lemma 2.0.2 is essentially due to
Carlitz. For a detailed proof of a generalization of Lemma 2.0.2, see [5]. We can
use these lemmas to prove MacMahon’s Theorem. It is easy to see that φinv,n and
φmaj,n map {1, . . . , n} ×Sn−1 onto Sn. Hence
Dinv
Sn
(q) =
∑
τ∈Sn
qinv(τ) =
n−1∑
i=0
∑
σ∈Sn−1
qinv(φinv,n(i,σ))
=
n−1∑
i=0
∑
σ∈Sn−1
qinv(σ)+i = [n]qD
inv
Sn−1
(q) = [n]q!
by induction. The same computation holds for the major index.
This approach also yields a recursive bijection that shows that the inversion
number and the major index are equidistributed. We define ψ1 : S1 → S1 to be
the identity map and recursively set ψn : Sn → Sn as
ψn = φmaj,n ◦ (id, ψn−1) ◦ (φinv,n)
−1
for n ≥ 2, where id is the identity map. Since ψn is a composition of bijections, it is
also a bijection. Furthermore, Lemmas 2.0.1 and 2.0.2 prove that, for any τ ∈ Sn,
maj(ψn(τ)) = inv(τ). To see this, write (φinv,n)
−1(τ) as (i, σ). Then
inv(τ) = inv(φinv,n(i, σ)) = i+ inv(σ)
= i+maj(ψn−1(σ)) = maj(φmaj,n(i, ψn−1(σ))) = maj(ψn(τ))
by induction.
To compute ψ5(52143), we first compute (φinv,5)
−1(52143) by removing 5 and
counting the number of inversions lost by removing 5. In this case, we have lost 4
inversions. We record this number in the i column and the resulting permutation
in the τ column. We repeat this process until we have reached n = 1 and filled the
first three columns of the table. To build our new permutation, we recursively place
n at the position that receives label i in the major index labeling. This process is
pictured below.
n τ i ψn(τ)
5 52143 − 24153
4 2143 4 223411430
3 213 1 2211330
2 21 0 22110
1 1 1 110
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3. Rook Theory Interpretations
In this section, we give rook theory interpretations of [n]q! and [n−k]q!Sn,n−k(q).
As we shall see, this point of view will be helpful in understanding our extension
of the insertion method.
Let F (b1, . . . , bn) be the rook board that has bi cells in the ith column for
i = 1, . . . , n. Given a board B = F (b1, . . . , bn), let Fk(B) denote the set of all
placements of k rooks in B such that there is at most one rook in each column.
(In this setting, rooks may share rows.) We will call an element F ∈ Fk(B) a file
placement of k rooks in B. Let Nk(B) denote the set of all placements of k rooks
in B such that there is at most one rook in each row and column. We will call an
element P ∈ Nk(B) a non-attacking rook placement of k rooks in B.
Next, we introduce a statistic on these placements. If F ∈ Fk(B), we will think
of each rook r in F as canceling all the cells in its column that lie above r plus the
cell contains r. Then we let uncB(F ) denote the number of uncanceled cells for F
that lie below some rook r ∈ F . Similarly, if P ∈ Nk(B), we will think of each rook
r in P as canceling all the cells in its column that lie above r and all the cells that
lie in its row to the right of P plus the cell that contains r. Then we let uncB(P )
denote the number of uncanceled cells for P that lie below some rook r ∈ P . For
example, in Figure 1, we have pictured a file placement F in B7 = F (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
on the left where we have indicated the rooks with circled Xs and placed dots in
the cells which do not contain rooks that are canceled by a rook in F . Similarly,
we have pictured a non-attaching rook placement P on the right where we have
indicated the rooks with Xs and placed dots in the cells which do not contain rooks
that are canceled by a rook in P . In this case, uncB7(F ) = 3 because there are
three uncanceled cells that lie below a rook in F and uncB7(P ) = 4 since there are
four uncanceled cells that lie below a rook in P .
X
X
B7
X
B7
F = P =
X
X
X
unc    (F) = 3 unc     (P) = 4
Figure 1. A file placement F and a rook placement P in B7.
We let Bn = F (0, 1, . . . , n− 1) and Stn = F (1, 2, . . . , n) be the staircase boards
that start with 0 and 1, respectively. Let Fn = Fn(Stn). Thus file placements
of Fn must have one rook in each column. For example, Figure 2 pictures a file
placement F in F6 with 7 uncanceled cells.
Note the contribution of the rook ri in the ith column to
∑
F∈Fn
quncStn(F ) is
clearly, 1+ q+ · · ·+ qi−1 = [i]q since placing ri in the jth row give j− 1 uncanceled
cells. Thus DuncFn (q) = [n]q!. In other words, the statistic unc is Mahonian over Fn.
We can set
φunc,n :{0, 1, . . . , n− 1} × Fn−1 → Fn
by mapping (i, F ) to the rook placement obtained by adding a new column to the
right-hand side of F and placing a rook in row i+1 in that column. Then we have
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X X
X
X
X
X
Figure 2. A file placement in St7.
unc(φunc,n(i, F )) = i + unc(F ). This allows us to recursively build maps between
file placements and permutations that send the statistic unc to inversion number
and major index. That is, we say that α1 and β1 map F1 to S1 in the obvious
manner and recursively define
αn = φinv,n ◦ (id, αn−1) ◦ (φunc,n)
−1
βn = φmaj,n ◦ (id, βn−1) ◦ (φunc,n)
−1.
An example of the construction of α5(F ) and β5(F ) for an F ∈ F5 is given in Figure
3.
1
01
1
01
1 2
012
1 23
0123
X
X
X
X
X
1 3 24
01234
5
α  (    ) =F
2
0
3 4 1
12 3 4
5β  (    ) = F
1 2
01 2
2
0
13
1 32
F =
24315
02 1345
3 4 1 25
0123 4 5
Figure 3. An an example of α5(F ) and β5(F ).
It follows that
inv(αn(F )) = unc(F ) = maj(βn(F ))
so α sends unc to inv and β sends unc to maj. We also note that βn ◦ (αn)−1 = ψn;
in other words, one can use file placements in Fn to define the map ψn.
In [4], the authors gave a combinatorial interpretation of the polynomial Sn,k(q).
That is, Sn,k(q) =
∑
P∈Nn−k(Bn)
quncBn (P ). Indeed, the recursion Sn+1,k(q) =
Sn,k−1(q)+[k]qSn,k(q) classifies the rook placements P ∈ Nn+1−k(Bn+1) by whether
or not there is a rook in the last column. If we have no rook in the last column,
then we have n + 1 − k non-attacking rooks in the first n columns which con-
tribute Sn,k−1(q) to
∑
P∈Nn+1−k(Bn+1)
quncBn+1(P ). If there is a rook in the last
column, then there are n − k non-attacking rooks in the first n − 1 columns and
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these will cancel n − k cells in the last column which is of height n. Thus we
have k cells in which we can place the rook in the last column and we get an ex-
tra weight of qi−1 if we place the rook in the ith available cell from the bottom.
Thus the placements P ∈ Nn−k(Bn) with a rook in the last column contribute
(1 + q + · · ·+ qk−1)Sn,k(q) = [k]qSn,k(q) to
∑
P∈Nn+1−k(Bn+1)
quncBn+1(P ).
To give a combinatorial interpretation to [n− k]q!Sn,n−k(q), we introduce mixed
placements, which contain both file rooks and non-attacking rooks. To our knowl-
edge, these have not received any attention in the literature on rook theory. Given
a board, we wish to place both file rooks and non-attacking rooks in the board.
In particular, we insist that there is at most one rook in each column and no rook
lies in a cell which is canceled by a rook to its left. If one thinks of starting with
a placement of the non-attacking rooks and then “completes” this placement by
placing the file rooks, avoiding canceled cells, one obtains a mixed placement. An
example of this process is pictured in Figure 4.
X
X X
X
X
M =P =
X
X
X
Figure 4. A mixed placement.
Formally, we let Mn,k denote the set of all placements P = N ∪F where N is a
placement of k non-attacking rooks in Bn and F is a file placement of n− k rooks
in Bn such that
• no rook in N is in the first row1,
• there is one rook in each column,
• each rook r in N cancels the cell it occupies, all cells in its row that lie to
right of r, and all cells in its column that either lie above r or lie in the
first row,
• each rook f in F cancels the cell it occupies plus all cells in its column that
lie above f , and
• no rook lies in a cell which is canceled by another rook.
Given a placement P = N ∪ F ∈ Mn,k, we let unc(P ) equal the number of un-
canceled cells in P . We call the placements P = N ∪ F ∈ Mn,k mixed rook place-
ments and refer to rooks in N as non-attacking rooks and the rooks in F as file
rooks. For example, in Figure 5, we have pictured an element of P = N ∪F ∈ M7,3
where the rooks in N are denoted by Xs, the elements of F are denoted by circled
Xs, and the canceled cells are indicated by placing a dot in them. In this case,
unc(P ) = 9.
We claim that the distribution of uncanceled cells over Mn,k is equal to [n −
k]q!Sn,n−k(q). To see this, we consider how we can build mixed placements in
Mn,k. We start with a rook placement P ∈ Nk(Bn). Then we add a row of n cells
1We explore what happens when we remove this condition in Section 5.4.
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Figure 5. A placement in M7,3.
at the bottom of Bn to obtain the board Stn. Each rook in P also cancels the cells
in this extra row which lies below it.
At this point, we claim that the number of uncanceled cells in the columns that
do not contain rooks in P are 1, . . . , n−k as we read from left to right. We prove this
by induction on the number of rooks k. Clearly, the base case k = 0 automatically
holds. Now suppose that our claim is true for all placements of k− 1 non-attacking
rooks in Bn. Consider a placement Q of k non-attacking rooks in Bn. Let j be the
column which contains the rightmost rook in Q and let P be the rook placement
that results from Q by removing the rook in column j. By induction, there is some
ℓ such that there are ℓ uncanceled cells in column j relative to P and, hence, the
number of uncanceled cells in empty columns to the left of column j relative to P
as we read from left to right are 1, 2, . . . ℓ− 1 and the number of uncanceled cells in
columns j, j+1, . . . , n are ℓ, ℓ+1, . . . , n−(k−1), respectively. The effect of putting
a rook in column j is to remove one uncanceled cell in each of columns j+1, . . . , n.
Hence, relative to Q, the number of uncanceled cells in columns j+1, . . . , n will be
ℓ, ℓ+ 1, . . . , n− k, respectively, as desired.
It follows that if we consider the uncanceled cells in the empty columns of P ∈
Nk(Bn−1), we have a copy of the board Stn−k. We fill this embedded board with
a file placement, keeping track of the distribution of uncanceled cells over this file
placement. Therefore
DuncMn,k(q) = [n− k]q!Sn,n−k(q).
Moreover, it is easy to see that DuncMn,0(q) = [n]q! since in that case, Mn,0 is just
the set of file placements in Stn. Similarly, D
unc
Mn,n
(q) = 0 since we can not place n
non-attacking rooks in Bn. We also have the following recursion when 1 ≤ k < n:
(5) DuncMn,k(q) = [n− k]qD
unc
Mn−1,k−1
(q) + [n− k]qD
unc
Mn−1,k
(q).
To prove this, we simply classify the placements in Mn,k by whether the rook rn
in the last column is a file rook or a non-attacking rook. If rn is a file rook, then
there are k non-attacking rooks in the first n − 1 columns of Stn and they cancel
k cells in the last column which is of height n. Hence we have n− k cells in which
we can place the file rook in the last column. In that case, if rn is placed in the
ith available cell from the bottom, it will contribute a factor of qi−1DuncMn−1,k(q)
to DuncMn−1,k(q). Hence the set of placements with a file rook in the last column
contributes (1+ q+ · · ·+ qn−k−1)DuncMn−1,k(q) = [n− k]qD
unc
Mn−1,k
(q) to DuncMn−1,k(q).
Similarly, if there is a non-attacking rook in the last column, then there are k − 1
non-attacking rooks in the first n− 1 columns. Thus there are n−k+1 uncanceled
cells in the last column, but we can not put a rook in the first row since it is a
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non-attacking rook so that are only n− k available cells to place the non-attacking
rook rn in the last column. Again, if rn is placed in the ith available cell from
the bottom, it will contribute a factor of qi−1DuncMn−1,k−1(q) to D
unc
Mn−1,k
(q) . Hence
the set of placements with a file rook in the last column contributes (1 + q + · · ·+
qn−k−1)DuncMn−1,k−1(q) = [n− k]qD
unc
Mn−1,k−1
(q) to DuncMn−1,k(q).
Finally, we observe that elements of Mn,k can naturally be identified with an
ordered set partition of {1, . . . , n} with n − k parts2. We can think of taking
P ∈ Mn,k and decomposing it into an element of N ∈ Nk(Bn) which comes from
the non-attaching rooks in P and an element of F ∈ Fn−k which is determined by
the file rooks in P . For example, we have pictured the decomposition of the mixed
placement P pictured in Figure 5 in Figure 6. The classical way to think of an
element N ∈ Nk(Bn) as a set partition π(N) of {1, . . . , n} with n − k parts is to
label the rows with 1, . . . n reading from top to bottom and interpreting an X in
cell (i, j) as telling us that i and j are in the same part. For example, this process
is pictured on the left in Figure 6. It is easy to see that minimal elements in the set
partition correspond to the columns that do not contain rooks. As we described
in the last section, we can view an element F ∈ Fn−k as a permutation σ(F ) in
Sn−k using the inv- (or even maj-)labeling described above. Then we can view
the pair (π(N), σ(F )) as an ordered set partition of {1, . . . , n} with n− k parts by
ordering the parts according the permutation of the minimal elements induced by
σ(F ). This process is pictured at the bottom of Figure 6. We will develop more
maps from mixed rook placements to ordered set partitions in Section 4.
X
X X
X
7
{1,3} {2} {4,5,7} {6}
X
X
X
1
2
3
4
5
6
4 2 3 1
{6} {2} {4,5,7} {1,3}
Figure 6. The ordered set partition associated with the mixed
placement in Figure 5.
4. An Insertion Method for Ordered Set Partitions
In this section we prove our main theorem by generalizing Carlitz’s insertion
method to ordered set partitions.
4.1. Statistics on Ordered Set Partitions. In our generalization we replace
permutations in Sn with ordered set partitions of {1, . . . , n}. A set partition of
an n-element set is a partition of the set into nonempty subsets, called blocks. An
2This is not equal to either of the bijections ∆>
n,k
or Γ>
n,k
that we develop in Section 4.
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ordered set partition is formed by giving an order to the blocks of a partition. For
example,
{{1, 4}, {2, 3, 7}, {5}, {6}}
is a set partition of {1, 2, . . . , 7} with 4 blocks. We can choose to order the blocks
in this partition to obtain an ordered set partition in 4! = 24 ways, one of which
results in the ordered set partition
{2, 3, 7}, {6}, {1, 4}, {5}.
Instead of using set brackets, it is common to use bars to separate each block, so
this ordered set partition is written as either 237|6|14|5 or 732|6|41|5, depending on
whether we choose to write blocks in ascending or descending order, respectively.We
will denote the family of set partitions of {1, 2, . . . , n} into k blocks by Pn,k and
the family of ordered set partitions of {1, 2, . . . , n} into k blocks by OPn,k. We set
OPn =
⋃n
k=1OPn,k. The cardinality of Pn,k is the Stirling number of the second
kind, which we will write Sn,k. Hence |OPn,k| = k!Sn,k and it easily follows from
the recursions for Sn,n−k that
|OPn,n−k| = (n− k)|OPn−1,n−k−1|+ (n− k)|OPn−1,n−k|.
One way to combinatorially prove this recursion is to notice that every ordered set
partition inOPn,m−k is formed by adding n to some ordered set partition inOPn−1.
In particular, we can either add n as its own block to an element of OPn−1,n−k−1
or we can add n to one of the existing blocks in an element of OPn−1,n−k. Each of
these can be done in n− k ways.
There is another way of thinking of ordered set partitions that will be especially
useful for our purposes, namely the concept of an ordered set partition as an ascent-
starred or descent-starred permutation. Instead of using bars to signify separations
between blocks, we can mark spaces between elements that share a block with
stars. For example, 237|6|14|5 becomes 2∗3∗7 6 1∗4 5, or, if blocks are written
in decreasing order, 732|6|41|5 becomes 7∗3∗2 6 4∗1 5. Thus we have established
canonical bijections between ordered set partitions OPn,k and the sets
{(σ, S) : σ ∈ Sn, S ⊆ Asc(σ), |S| = n− k} and
{(σ, S) : σ ∈ Sn, S ⊆ Des(σ), |S| = n− k}.
We will refer to these as ascent-starred and descent-starred permutations, where
the set S gives the positions of the starred ascents (or descents). Our notation for
these sets will be
S
<
n,k = {(σ, S) : σ ∈ Sn, S ⊆ Asc(σ), |S| = k} and
S
>
n,k = {(σ, S) : σ ∈ Sn, S ⊆ Des(σ), |S| = k}.
For convenience we set
S
<
n =
n−1⋃
k=0
S
<
n,k and S
>
n =
n−1⋃
k=0
S
>
n,k.
In order to prove our theorem, we will interpret Haglund’s conjecture (1) as a
statement about the equidistribution of two statistics on descent-starred permuta-
tions.
We start with the inversion side. First, we take some permutation σ ∈ Sn and
calculate its inversion number inv(σ). Next for each i ∈ Des(σ), we must consider
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the factor 1 + z
q1+inv
,i(σ)
. We will think of the choice of 1 in this factor as telling
us to not star the descent i and the choice of z
q1+inv,i(σ)
as telling us to star the
descent i. Therefore, for each starred descent at position i, we want to subtract
1+ inv,i(σ) from the power of q. To account for the inv,i(σ) term, we will ignore
all inversions that end at starred descents. We must ignore one more inversion
for each star. Since each block is decreasing, we know that there is an inversion
between any starred element and the rightmost (i.e. minimal) element in its block.
This is the extra inversion that we will subtract. Therefore the inversions of a
descent-starred permutation (σ, S) ∈ S>n are
Inv((σ, S)) = {(i, j) : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, σi > σj , j /∈ S, {i, i+ 1, . . . , j − 1} 6⊆ S}
and the inversion number of (σ, S) is
inv((σ, S)) = | Inv((σ, S))| = inv(σ) −
∑
i∈S
1 + inv,i(σ).
For example, if (σ, S) = 7∗3∗2 6 4∗1 5,
Inv((σ, S)) = {(1, 4), (1, 6), (1, 7), (2, 6), (3, 6), (4, 6), (4, 7)} and
inv((σ, S)) = 7
= inv(σ)−
∑
i∈S
1 + inv,i(σ)
= inv(σ)− inv,1(σ)− inv,2(σ)− inv,5(σ) − 3
= 13− 0− 1− 2− 3 = 7.
It follows that∑
σ∈Sn
qinv(σ)
∏
i∈Des(σ)
(
1 +
z
q1+inv
,i(σ)
)
=
n∑
k=1
Dinv
S
>
n,k
(q)zk.
Before moving on to the major index side, we note that we can define an inversion
statistic for ordered set partitions and ascent-starred permutations by following our
canonical bijections from descent-starred permutations to ascent-starred permuta-
tions. For an ordered set partition, we observe that our definition of inv counts
exactly the inversions that are in different blocks where the smaller element is min-
imal in its block. For example, if we think of (σ, S) = 7∗3∗2 6 4∗1 5 as the ordered
set partition {2, 3, 7}, {6}, {1, 4}, {5} then 6 contributes 1 inversion, 1 contributes
4 inversions, and 5 contributes 2 inversions. This point of view makes it clear that
our inv statistic is exactly equal to the statistic ros defined in [10].
It follows that if we start with an ordered set partition π of {1, . . . , n} which
corresponds to (σ, S) ∈ S>n and (τ, T ) ∈ S
<
n , then the corresponding inversions are
Inv((σ, T )) = {(i, j) : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, σi > σj , j − 1 /∈ S}.
This follows from the fact that the non-minimal elements in each block are all to the
right of the minimal element when blocks are increasing. We obtain the statistic
inv((σ, T )) = inv(σ)−
∑
i∈T
inv,i+1(σ)(6)
on S<n . These new statistics are, by definition, equidistributed, i.e.
Dinv
S
>
n,n−k
(q) = Dinv
S
<
n,n−k
(q).
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Furthermore, we can obtain an expression for ascent-starred permutations much
like the inversion side of Haglund’s conjecture. This yields the identity
∑
σ∈Sn
qinv(σ)
∏
i∈Des(σ)
(
1 +
z
q1+inv
,i(σ)
)
=
∑
σ∈Sn
qinv(σ)
∏
i∈Asc(σ)
(
1 +
z
qinv
,i+1(σ)
)
.
Next, we consider the right-hand side of Haglund’s conjecture (1),
(7)
∑
σ∈Sn
qmaj(σ)
des(σ)∏
j=1
(
1 +
z
qj
)
.
In this case, we shall think of the index j in the product
∏des(σ)
j=1
(
1 + zqj
)
as referring
to the descents of σ as we read from right to left3. Again, we think of the choice
of 1 from the factor 1 + zqj as leaving the jth descent (from right to left) unstarred
and the choice of 1zqj from the factor 1 +
z
qj as starring this descent. We need our
statistic to decrease by j when we star this jth descent. One way to accomplish
this is to have every star subtract the number of descents weakly to its right. With
this in mind, we set the major index of a descent-starred permutation to be
maj((σ, S)) = maj(σ) −
∑
i∈S
|Des(σ) ∩ {i, i+ 1, . . . , n− 1}|.
Alternatively, we could have every descent subtract the number of stars weakly to
its left, i.e.
maj((σ, S)) =
∑
i∈Des(σ)
(i− |S ∩ {1, 2, . . . , i}|)
= maj(σ)−
∑
i∈Des(σ)
|S ∩ {1, 2, . . . , i}|.
For example, if (σ, S) = 7∗3∗2 6 4∗1 5, the first definition gives
maj((σ, S)) = maj(σ)−
∑
i∈S
|Des(σ) ∩ {i, i+ 1, . . . , n− 1}|
= 12− (4 + 3 + 1) = 4.
To use the second definition, we associate with (σ, S) a weakly increasing se-
quence that increments each time we reach an unstarred position. When (σ, S) =
7∗3∗2 6 4∗1 5, this sequence is (0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 3, 4). Then the major index comes from
summing the elements of this sequence that correspond to descents in σ, i.e.
maj((σ, S)) = 0 + 0 + 2 + 2 = 4.
This point of view makes it clear that, when S = ∅, our major index reduces to the
usual major index for permutations4.
3Somewhat surprisingly, we must consider descents in this order (not left to right) when dealing
with the major index.
4It also shows that our major index is similar to the statistic bmajmil in [10]. Our main
contribution is our bijection between the major index and inversion number.
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It follows that
∑
σ∈Sn
qmaj(σ)
des(σ)∏
j=1
(
1 +
z
qj
)
=
n∑
k=1
Dmaj
S
>
n,k
(q)zk.
Unlike in the inversion case, there seems to be no natural way to define this
statistic on ordered set partitions or ascent-starred permutations. In other words,
the only way to extend this maj statistic to either of these sets is to follow the
canonical bijections to descent-starred permutations and apply our definition there.
Thus, we have shown that Haglund’s conjecture would follow if we could show
that inv and maj were equidistributed over descent-starred permutations, i.e.
Dinv
S
>
n,k
(q) = Dmaj
S
>
n,k
(q).
Our next task is to generalize the insertion method to give a bijective proof of this
statement.
4.2. Labelings and Insertion Maps. The goal of our generalized insertion lem-
mas is to prove that inv and maj on S>n satisfy the recursions
Dinv
S
>
n,k
(q) = [n− k]qD
inv
S
>
n−1,k
(q) + [n− k]qD
inv
S
>
n−1,k−1
(q) and
Dmaj
S
>
n,k
(q) = [n− k]qD
maj
S
>
n−1,k
(q) + [n− k]qD
maj
S
>
n−1,k−1
(q).
As in the Sn case, we will get a recursive bijection between the two statistics as a
result.
There are two ways to obtain an element of S>n,k from some element of S
>
n−1.
The first is to start with an element of S>n−1,k and to insert n without adding a new
star. This is equivalent to saying that the insertion of n adds a new bar (and a new
block) to the associated ordered set partition. We will call this type of insertion
a bar insertion. The second way to create an element of S>n,k is to start with an
element of S>n−1,k−1 and to add a new star while inserting n. We will call this type
of insertion a star insertion. In our rook theory model of ordered set partitions,
bar insertion corresponds to adding an extra column that contains a file rook and
star insertion corresponds to an extra column that contains a non-attacking rook.
Now we give an inv-labeling associated with each type of insertion. Take a
descent-starred permutation (σ, S) ∈ S>n−1,k. We will only label positions which
follow an element which is not starred plus the position at the start of the descent-
starred permutation. Like the inv-labeling for Sn, we will label these positions
with 0, 1, . . . , k + 1 from right to left. For a star insertion, we will follow the same
procedure, but we will skip the rightmost position.
For example, say (σ, S) = 5 2∗1 4 7∗6∗3. The inv-labeling of a bar insertion is
4532∗12417∗6∗30(8)
and the inv-labeling of a star insertion is
3522∗11407∗6∗3.(9)
Next we define insertion maps for each type of insertion. For bar insertion, we
construct the map
φ
|
inv,n,k : {0, 1, . . . , n− k − 1} ×S
>
n−1,k → S
>
n,k
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by sending (i, (σ, S)) to the ordered set partition where n has been inserted at the
position in (σ, U) that received the bar insertion inv-label i. For example, with
(sg, S) = 5 2∗1 4 7∗6∗3, the labeling in (8) implies
φ
|
inv,8,3(2, (σ, S)) = 5 2∗1 8 4 7∗6∗3.
Similarly,
φ∗inv,n,k : {0, 1, . . . , n− k − 1} ×S
>
n−1,k−1 → S
>
n,k
sends (i, (σ, S)) to the ordered set partition where n has been inserted and starred
at the position labeled i under the inv-labeling associated with star insertions. We
can use the labeling in (9) to get
φ∗inv,8,4(2, (σ, S)) = 5 8∗2∗1 4 7∗6∗3.
The next lemma proves that these labels and insertion maps cooperate.
Lemma 4.2.1.
• For (σ, S) ∈ S>n−1,k, inv(φ
|
inv,n,k(i, (σ, S))) = inv((σ, S)) + i.
• For (σ, S) ∈ S>n−1,k−1, inv(φ
∗
inv,n,k(i, (σ, S))) = inv((σ, S)) + i.
Proof. To prove the first statement, we notice that inserting n at the position that
received the label i for bar insertion creates i new inversions (between n and all the
unstarred elements to its right) and does not affect any of the previous inversions.
The same is true for star insertion, since each star insertion label is one less than
the bar insertion label at the same position, and one less inversion is created. 
Furthermore, we claim that these insertion maps give us a unique way of creating
every element in S>n,k. That is, φ
|
inv,n,k and φ
∗
inv,n,k are both injections, and their
respective images are
{(τ, T ) ∈ S>n,k : n is not starred in (τ, T )}
and
{(τ, T ) ∈ S>n,k : n is starred in (τ, T )}.
Clearly the (disjoint) union of these two sets is S>n,k. Therefore inv satisfies the
following recursion.
Proposition 4.2.1. The polynomial Dinv
S
>
n,k
equals 1 when k = n− 1, 0 when k < 0
or k > n− 1, and
Dinv
S
>
n,k
(q) = [n− k]qD
inv
S
>
n−1,k
(q) + [n− k]qD
inv
S
>
n−1,k−1
(q)
otherwise.
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Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.2.1 plus our discussion of the properties of φ
|
inv,n,k
and φ∗inv,n,k that
Dinv
S
>
n,k
(q) =
∑
(τ,T )∈S>
n,k
qinv((τ,T ))
=
∑
(τ,T )∈S>
n,k
n is not starred in (τ,T )
qinv((τ,T )) +
∑
(τ,T )∈S>
n,k
n is starred in (τ,T )
qinv((τ,T ))
=
n−k−1∑
i=0
∑
(σ,S)∈S>
n−1,k
qinv(φ
|
n,k
(i,(σ,S)))+
n−k−1∑
i=0
∑
(σ,S)∈S>
n−1,k
qinv(φ
∗
n,k(i,(σ,S)))
=
n−k−1∑
i=0
∑
(σ,S)∈S>
n−1,k
qinv((σ,S))+i +
n−k−1∑
i=0
∑
(σ,S)∈S>
n−1,k−1
qinv((σ,S))+i
= [n− k]qD
inv
S
>
n−1,k
(q) + [n− k]qD
inv
S
>
n−1,k
(q).

We want to show that the major index has the same distribution as the inversion
number onS>n,k. In order to prove this we rely on the insertion lemma for the major
index over the symmetric group, since the only way we know how to calculate the
major index of descent-starred permutation (σ, S) uses the major index of the
permutation σ.
As before, we first define labelings that echo the labelings from the symmetric
group case. For a bar insertion, we label the rightmost position in our descent-
starred permutation with a zero, and then label its unstarred descents from right
to left with 1, 2, . . .. We label the leftmost position with the next number, and
then label the unstarred ascents from left to right with increasing labels. This gives
us the maj-labeling of a bar insertion. For star insertions, we skip the rightmost
position and then follow the same procedure.
For example, say (σ, S) = 5 2∗1 4 7∗6∗3. The maj-labeling of a bar insertion for
(σ, S) is
2512∗13447∗6∗30(10)
and the maj-labeling of a star insertion for (σ, S) is
1502∗12437∗6∗3.(11)
Now we need to define how to build a new descent-starred permutation after
choosing a certain label. This process will be quite different from the process we
established for the inversion number. For bar insertion we will define the map
φ
|
maj,n,k : {0, 1, . . . , n− k − 1} ×S
>
n−1,k → S
>
n,k
by sending (i, (σ, S)) to the descent-starred permutation obtained from (σ, S) by
(1) inserting n at the maj-label i associated with bar insertion, and then
(2) moving each star to the right of n one descent to its left.
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This second step is well-defined because, after step 1, n will always be an unstarred
descent. It also follows that every star that has just moved will remain weakly to
the right of the n, and the rightmost descent will be unstarred. To obtain
φ∗maj,n,k : {0, 1, . . . , n− k − 1} ×S
>
n−1,k−1 → S
>
n,k
we follow steps 1 and 2 and then place a star at the rightmost descent of the
resulting descent-starred permutation.
For example, with (σ, S) = 5 2∗1 4 7∗6∗3 as above, (10) gives
φ
|
maj,8,5(3, (σ, S)) = 5 2∗1 8∗4 7∗6 3
and (11) gives
φ∗maj,8,4(3, (σ, S)) = 5 2∗1 4 8∗7∗6∗3.
As in the inversion case, we show that these labels and insertion maps cooperate.
Lemma 4.2.2.
• For (σ, S) ∈ S>n−1,k, maj(φ
|
maj,n,k(i, (σ, S))) = maj((σ, S)) + i.
• For (σ, S) ∈ S>n−1,k−1, maj(φ
∗
maj,n,k(i, (σ, S))) = maj((σ, S)) + i.
Proof. We will focus on the first statement as the second statement will be a simple
consequence of the first.
Let (τ, T ) = φ
|
maj,n−1,i(σ, S). Recall that
maj((σ, S)) = maj(σ) −
∑
i∈S
|S ∩ {1, . . . , i}|.
If i = 0, we insert n at the far right end. This does not change either term in
the above expression, so we have maj(φ
|
maj,n,k(0, (σ, S))) = maj((σ, S)).
Now suppose that the space labeled i under the maj-labeling of (σ, S) is the
space immediately following σp where σp > σp+1 and σp 6∈ S. Suppose that there
are a starred descents and b unstarred descents to the left of σp and c starred
descents and d unstarred descents strictly to the right of σp in (σ, S). Then the
space following σp is labeled with i = d + 1 in our maj-labeling of (σ, S) and it is
labeled with c + d + 1 in maj-labeling of σ. Thus τ is the permutation that arises
by inserting n immediately after σp and T be the set of starred elements that is the
result of moving the stars on the descents to the right n one descent to the left in
τ . First we claim that∑
i∈Des(σ)
|S ∩ {1, . . . , i}| =
∑
i∈Des(τ)
|S ∩ {1, . . . , i}|.
We claim that before we move the stars on the descents to right of n one descent
to left, the insertion of n does not change
∑
i∈Des(σ) |S ∩{1, . . . , i}|. That is, before
insertion of n, p ∈ Des(σ) and |S ∩ {1, . . . , p}| = a while after the insertion of n,
p /∈ Des(τ) but p + 1 ∈ Des(τ) and there will still be a starred elements weakly
to the left of position p + 1. The insertion of n does not effect number of starred
descents weakly to the left for any other descent in σ. Next observe that the
effect of moving the star on any given descent, one descent to left increases the
corresponding sum
∑
i∈Des(τ) |S ∩ {1, . . . , i}| by one. Since we are moving c stars,
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we have that c+
∑
i∈Des(σ) |S ∩ {1, . . . , i}| =
∑
i∈Des(τ) |T ∩ {1, . . . , i}|. Hence,
maj((τ, T )) = maj(τ) −
∑
i∈Des(τ)
|T ∩ {1, . . . , i}|
= 1 + c+ d+maj(σ)− (c+
∑
i∈Des(σ)
|S ∩ {1, . . . , i}|)
= 1 + d+maj(σ) −
∑
i∈Des(σ)
|S ∩ {1, . . . , i}|
= 1 + d+maj((σ, S)) = i+maj((σ, S)).
Next, suppose that the space labeled i under the maj-labeling of (σ, S) is the
space s at the start of (σ, S). Assume that are c starred descents and d unstarred
descents in (σ, S). Then, under maj-labeling of (σ, S), s has label i = d + 1 and,
under the maj-labeling of σ, s has label c+ d+ 1. Let τ be the permutation that
arises by inserting n at the start of (σ, S) and T be the set of starred elements
that is the result of moving the stars on the descents to the right n one descent to
the left in τ . Then, as above, we can argue that c +
∑
i∈Des(σ) |S ∩ {1, . . . , i}| =∑
i∈Des(τ) |T ∩{1, . . . , i}| so that maj((τ, T )) = 1+ d+maj((σ, S) = i+maj((σ, S).
Now suppose that the space labeled i under the maj-labeling of (σ, S) is the
space following σp where σp < σp+1 so that σp is not starred in (σ, S). Suppose
that there are a starred descents and b unstarred descents in (σ, S) strictly to the
left of σp and c unstarred descents and d starred descents in (σ, S) strictly to the
right of σp. Then, under the maj-labeling for (σ, S), the space at the start of the
permutation is labelled with 1 + b+ d and hence the space after σp is labeled with
1 + b + d + (p − (a + b)) = 1 + d − a + p = i. Under the maj-labeling for σ, the
space at the start of the permutation is labelled with 1 + a+ b + c + d and hence
the space after σp is labeled with 1 + a+ b+ c+ d+ (p− (a+ b)) = 1 + c+ d+ p.
Then τ is the permutation that arises by inserting n immediately after σp and T
be the set of starred elements that is the result of moving the stars on the descents
to the right n one descent to the left in τ . Before we move the stars on the descents
to right of n one descent to left, the insertion of n does not change the number of
starred elements weakly to left of any descent in σ. However, n = τp+1 is now a
new descent and there are a starred element strictly to the left of n. As before,
moving the stars on the c starred descents to the right of n one descent to the left
gives an addition contribution of c to
∑
i∈Des(τ) |T ∩ {1, . . . , i}|. It follows that
a+ c+
∑
i∈Des(σ)
|S ∩ {1, . . . , i}| =
∑
i∈Des(τ)
|T ∩ {1, . . . , i}|.
Hence
maj((τ, T )) = maj(τ) −
∑
i∈Des(τ)
|T ∩ {1, . . . , i}|
= 1 + c+ d+ p+maj(σ) − (a+ c+
∑
i∈Des(σ)
|S ∩ {1, . . . i}|)
= 1 + d+ p+ (maj(σ) −
∑
i∈Des(σ)
|S ∩ {1, . . . i}|)
= 1 + d+ p− a+maj((σ, S)) = i +maj((σ, S)).
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For the second statement in the lemma, we observe that each position which
receives the label i+1 during bar insertion receives label i in star insertion of i ≥ 0.
Therefore after steps 1 and 2 of the star insertion procedure, inserting n into the
position labeled i has increased the major index by i + 1. Starring the rightmost
descent then decreases the major index by 1 so that we get the desired result. 
As in the inv case, this lemma allows us to prove a recursion for the statistic
maj. The images of φ
|
maj,n,k and φ
∗
maj,n,k are
{(τ, T ) ∈ S>n,k : rightmost descent is not starred in (τ, T )}
and
{(τ, T ) ∈ S>n,k : rightmost descent is starred in (τ, T )},
respectively. As before, the disjoint union of these two sets is S>n,k. Furthermore,
both of these maps are injective. To see that φ∗maj,n,k is injective, note that its
inverse is equal to
(1) removing the star on the rightmost descent,
(2) moving every star weakly to the right of n one descent to its right, and
(3) removing n and recording i as the difference in maj between the beginning
ordered set partition and the final ordered set partition.
To calculate the inverse of φ
|
maj,n,k we just skip step 1.
Proposition 4.2.2. The polynomial Dmaj
S
>
n,k
equals 1 when k = n− 1, 0 when k < 0
or k > n− 1, and
Dmaj
S
>
n,k
(q) = [n− k]qD
maj
S
>
n−1,k
(q) + [n− k]qD
maj
S
>
n−1,k−1
(q)
otherwise.
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Proof.
Dmaj
S
>
n,k
(q) =
∑
(τ,T )∈S>
n,k
qmaj((τ,T ))
=
∑
(τ,T )∈S>
n,k
rightmost descent is not starred in (τ,T )
qmaj((τ,T ))+
∑
(τ,T )∈S>
n,k
rightmost descent is starred in (τ,T )
qmaj((τ,T ))
=
n−k−1∑
i=0
∑
(σ,S)∈S>
n−1,k
qmaj(φ
|
maj,n,k(i,(σ,S)))+
n−k−1∑
i=0
∑
(σ,S)∈S>
n−1,k−1
qmaj(φ
∗
maj,n,k(i,(σ,S)))
=
n−k−1∑
i=0
∑
(σ,S)∈S>
n−1,k
qmaj((σ,S))+i +
n−k−1∑
i=0
∑
(σ,S)∈S>
n−1,k−1
qmaj((σ,S))+i
= [n− k]qD
maj
S
>
n−1,k
(q) + [n− k]qD
maj
S
>
n−1,k−1
(q).

We finally have all the ingredients we need to give a bijective proof of Haglund’s
conjecture. We recursively define our bijection ψ>n,k by setting ψ
>
1,0 : S
>
1,0 → S
>
1,0
equal to the identity map and ψ>n,k : S
>
n,k → S
>
n,k on (σ, S) by
ψ>n,k =
{
φ
|
maj,n,k ◦ (id, ψ
>
n−1,k) ◦ (φ
|
inv,n,k)
−1 n is not starred in (σ, S)
φ∗maj,n,k ◦ (id, ψ
>
n−1,k−1) ◦ (φ
∗
inv,n,k)
−1 n is starred in (σ, S).
This bijection takes the inversion number to the major index and preserves the
number of blocks in the ordered set partition. Indeed, assume n is not starred in
(τ, T ) and set (i, (σ, S)) = (φ
|
inv,n,k)
−1((τ, T )). Then
inv((τ, T )) = inv(φ
|
inv,n,k(i, (σ, S)))
= i+ inv((σ, S))
= i+maj(ψ>n−1,k−1((σ, S)))
= maj(φ
|
maj,n,k
(
ψ>n−1,k−1((σ, S))
)
)
= maj(ψ>n,k((τ, T ))).
The argument is essentially the same if n is starred. We can define ψ>n on all of
S
>
n by applying ψ
>
n,k to every descent-starred permutation with k stars.
Similarly, we can inductively define maps Γ>n,k : S
>
n,k →Mn,k and
∆>n,k : S
>
n,k →Mn,k such that for (σ, T ) ∈ S
>
n,k,
inv((σ, T )) = unc(Γ>n,k(σ, T )) and(12)
maj((σ, T )) = unc(∆>n,k(σ, T )).(13)
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We begin by establishing insertion maps
φ
|
unc,n,k : {0, 1, . . . , n− k − 1} ×Mn−1,k →Mnk
φ∗unc,n,k : {0, 1, . . . , n− k − 1} ×Mn−1,k−1 →Mnk.
Fortunately, these maps are quite simple. Say we begin with i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n−k−1}
and a mixed placement P . We append a new column to the right of the board for
P , creating the staircase board Stn. To form φ
|
unc,n,k((i, P )), we place a file rook
in the rightmost column so that it has exactly i uncanceled cells below it. To form
φ
|
unc,n,k((i, P )), we place a non-attacking rook in the rightmost column so that it
has exactly i uncanceled cells below it. It follows from the definition of Mn,k that
these maps are well-defined bijections.
Now we can define Γ>n,k and ∆
>
n,k. Both Γ
>
1,0 and ∆
>
1,0 map (1, ∅) to the unique
placement in M1,0. Now suppose that we have defined Γ
>
n−1,j and ∆
>
n−1,j for all
0 ≤ j ≤ n− 2. Then we define Γ>n,k on (σ, S) by
Γ>n,k =
{
φ
|
unc,n,k ◦ (id,Γ
>
n−1,k) ◦ (φ
|
inv,n,k)
−1 n is not starred in (σ, S)
φ∗unc,n,k ◦ (id,Γ
>
n−1,k−1) ◦ (φ
∗
inv,n,k)
−1 n is starred in (σ, S)
With this definition, we can simply set ∆>n,k = Γ
>
n,k ◦ (ψ
>
n,k)
−1. We present an
example of Γ>n,k in Figure 7. At this point we have proved the following theorems.
Γn
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X
X
X
X
X
σ(  , T) 
10
2
*
1 01
ψ
n
5 2
*
1 4 3
X
X
*
i
0
0 10
2
*1
2
*
1
|
|
13 3 | 4 2* 1 3
2
*
1 12
042
3 0
2
*
1 01
1 2 3 0
3 01 12 3
Insertion type
4 * 2 1 5 3
> >
Figure 7. Examples of the ψ>n and Γ
>
n bijections
Theorem 4.2.1. For all n ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ k ≤ n− 1,
Dinv
S
>
n,k
(q) = Dmaj
S
>
n,k
(q) = DuncMn,k(q) = [n− k]q!Sn,n−k(q).
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Theorem 4.2.2. For all n ≥ 1,
n−1∑
k=0
Dinv
S
>
n,k
(q)zk =
n−1∑
k=0
Dmaj
S
>
n,k
(q)zk =
n∑
k=1
[k]q!Sn,k(q)z
n−k
=
∑
σ∈Sn
qinv(σ)
∏
j∈Des(σ)
(
1 +
z
q1+inv
,j(σ)
)
=
∑
σ∈Sn
qinv(σ)
∏
j∈Asc(σ)
(
1 +
z
qinv
,j(σ)
)
=
∑
σ∈Sn
qmaj(σ)
des(σ)∏
j=1
(
1 +
z
qj
)
.
It is worth pointing out that ψ> has a nice property that it shares with Carlitz’s
bijection on Sn. In any word σ, the right-to-left minima of σ are the entries σi
such that, for all j > i, σi < σj . In other words, they are the entries one marks
if one scans σ from right to left, marking an entry each time it is smaller than
all previous entries one has observed. We say that the right-to-left minima of a
descent- or ascent-starred permutation are simply the right-to-left minima of the
underlying permutation.
Corollary 4.2.1. For any (σ, S) ∈ S>n , (σ, S) and ψ
>
n ((σ, S)) have the same set
of right-to-left minima. As a result, they have the same rightmost entry.
Proof. We will prove this fact by induction on n. The base case holds trivially. The
induction hypothesis is that the statement holds for all values less than n. First, we
examine the case where σn = n. Then the right-to-left minima are the right-to-left
minima of σ1 . . . σn−1 together with n. Let us examine how we create ψ
>
n ((σ, S)).
First, we remove n and notice that we have lost zero inversions. Then we apply
ψ>n−1 to the resulting descent-starred permutation. By induction, this preserves
right-to-left minima. Finally, we would like to insert n so that we do not increase
the major index or add any new stars. From Lemma 4.2.2, we see that the only
way to do this is to place n as the new rightmost entry, moving no stars. Therefore
we end with the same set of right-to-left minima.
Now we assume that σn < n. In this case, n cannot be a right-to-left minimum of
σ, so the right-to-left minima of σ are exactly the right-to-left minima of σ1 . . . σn−1.
To perform ψ>n , we begin by removing n (and the star that might follow it). Then
we apply ψ>n−1. By induction, ψ
>
n−1 does not alter the set of right-to-left minima.
Finally, we insert n according to the maj-labeling. We note that the only way
maj-labeling inserts n as the new rightmost entry is if we are performing a bar
insertion without increasing the major index. This cannot occur, as it falls under
the previous case. Therefore, n is not the rightmost entry in ψ>n ((σ, S)), so we have
preserved the right-to-left minima. 
5. Applications and Extensions
In this section, we explore some consequences of the results obtained in Section
4. First, we address a question of Steingr´ımsson by proving an alternate form for
the distribution of our major index. We extend our methods to other Mahonian
statistics, specifically coinv, comaj, rlmaj, and rlcomaj, in Subsection 5.2. We show
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that there are natural p, q-analogues of Theorem 4.2.2, in Subsection 5.3. Slightly
altering the mixed rook placements of Section 2 leads to new identities in Subsection
5.4. Lastly, we mention some future directions of research.
5.1. Connection to the Euler-Mahonian Distribution. In [10], Steingr´ımsson
explored the distribution q(
k
2)[k]q!Sn,k(q) on OPn,k, which he called the Euler-
Mahonian distribution. He hoped his work would lead to a combinatorial proof of
a certain identity. We will show that our major index completes the work begun
by Steingr´ımsson.
We first need to define the q-binomial coefficients[
n
k
]
q
=
[n]q!
[k]q![n− k]q!
for 0 ≤ k ≤ n. The joint distribution of maj and des on Sn, i.e. D
maj,des
Sn
(q, t), is
known as the Euler-Mahonian distribution on Sn, and it is standard to write the
coefficient of tk in this distribution as An,k(q). It was proved analytically in [13]
that
q(
k
2)[k]q!Sn,k(q) =
k∑
i=1
qk(k−i)
[
n− i
k − i
]
q
An,i−1(q).(14)
Steingr´ımsson hoped to come up with a statistic on OPn,k along with combinato-
rial proofs that this statistic’s distribution was given by each side of the identity.
Although he, along with the authors of [6, 7], proved that many statistics have
distributions given by one of the two sides of the equality, they were not able to
find a statistic that exhibited both sides.
Statement (14) is clearly equivalent to
[k]q!Sn,k(q) =
k∑
i=1
qk(k−i)−(
k
2)
[
n− i
k − i
]
q
An,i−1(q).(15)
We proved in Section 4 that
Dmaj
S
>
n,n−k
(q) = [k]q!Sn,k(q).
In this section we prove that the distribution of our major index can also be given
by the right-hand side of (15), solving the problem posed by Steingr´ımsson.
First, we rewrite
An,i−1(q) = q
in−(n+12 )An,n−i(q).
This equality comes from examining how reversing a permutation affects its major
index; see [10] for a full proof. Next, we use the fact that
k(k − i)−
(
k
2
)
+ in−
(
n+ 1
2
)
=
(
n− k
2
)
− (n− k)(n− i)
which can be verified by a straightforward computation. Finally, we use the sym-
metry of q-binomial coefficients to write[
n− i
k − i
]
q
=
[
n− i
n− k
]
q
As a result, (14) is equivalent to the following proposition.
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Proposition 5.1.1.
Dmaj
S
>
n,n−k
(q) =
k∑
i=1
q(
n−k
2 )−(n−k)(n−i)
[
n− i
n− k
]
q
An,n−i(q).
Proof. We will build a general element (σ, S) ∈ S>n,n−k in a way that exhibits
the identity. First we pick the number of ascents of σ. Clearly, since we have
n− k starred descents, the number of ascents must be an element of {0, . . . , k− 1}.
Say that σ has i − 1 ascents, where i must be in {1, . . . , k}. Then σ can be any
permutation in Sn with n − i descents. The polynomial An,n−i(q) considers all
these possibilities while q-counting the major index of the permutation.
Next we must place stars at n− k of the n− i descents in σ. By the definition
of maj((σ, S)) and the q-binomial theorem, this choice yields the factor
n−i∏
j=1
(
1 +
x
qj
)∣∣∣∣
xn−k
= q(
n−k
2 )−(n−k)(n−i)
[
n− i
n− k
]
q
.

5.2. Extending Other Mahonian Statistics. Inversion number and major in-
dex are just two of many Mahonian statistics on Sn, and it is natural to wonder
which of these statistics we can extend to OPn,k using the methods we have de-
veloped. In this section, we will apply a class of well-known bijections to the
underlying permutations to obtain generalizations of the statistics coinv, comaj,
rlmaj, and rlcomaj. We show that all of these new statistics are equidistributed
with inv and maj on S>n,k.
On σ ∈ Sn, we consider the statistics
coinv(σ) = {1 ≤ i < j ≤ n : σi < σj}
comaj(σ) =
∑
i∈Asc(σ)
i
rlmaj(σ) =
∑
i∈Des(σ)
n− i
rlcomaj(σ) =
∑
i∈Asc(σ)
n− i.
These are known as the number of coinversions, comajor index, right-left major
index, and right-left comajor index, respectively. Each of these is the image of
the inversion number or the major index under one of three simple bijections on
Sn, sometimes called the trivial bijections: reverse (which sends σi to σn+1−i),
complement (which replaces i with n + 1 − i), and reverse complement (which is
the composition of reverse and complement.) We describe the precise actions of
these bijections on the inversion number and major index in the following table.
For example, the rlcomaj entry means that the major index of a permutation is
equal to the rlcomaj of the reverse of that permutation.
reverse complement reverse complement
inv coinv coinv inv
maj rlcomaj comaj rlmaj
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The trivial bijections tell us how to extend these statistics to ordered set par-
titions. Namely, for an ascent-starred or descent-starred permutation (σ, S), we
apply the bijections to the underlying permutation σ and reflect S if necessary. For
coinversion number, this results in the statistic
coinv((σ, SDes)) = coinv(σ)−
∑
i∈SDes
invi,(σ)
coinv((σ, SAsc)) = coinv(σ)−
∑
i∈SAsc
1 + invi+1,(σ)
for (σ, SDes) ∈ S>n , (σ, S
Asc) ∈ S<n . We have used superscripts to help keep
track of whether each element is an ascent-starred or descent-starred permutation.
Combinatorially, this counts the number of i < j such that i’s block is to the left
of j’s block and i is the minimal element in its block5.
To extend the comajor index, right-left major index, and right-left comajor index
to starred permutations, we apply the complement, reverse complement, and reverse
bijections, respectively, to a descent-starred permutation. This results in
comaj((σ, SAsc)) = comaj(σ) −
∑
i∈SAsc
|Asc(σ) ∩ {i, i+ 1, . . . , n− 1}|
rlmaj((σ, SDes)) = rlmaj(σ)−
∑
i∈SDes
|Des(σ) ∩ {1, 2, . . . , i}|
rlcomaj((σ, SAsc)) = rlcomaj(σ) −
∑
i∈SAsc
|Asc(σ)) ∩ {1, 2, . . . , i}|.
It follows from the trivial bijections that each of these statistics is equidistributed
with inv and maj on the relevant starred permutations. It is an interesting open
problem to investigate how other Mahonian statistics, such as Denert’s statistic,
may be extended to ordered set partitions.
5.3. p, q-analogues. Define the standard p, q-analogues of k and k! by
[k]p,q = p
k−1 + pk−2q + . . .+ pqk−2 + qk−1 and
[k]p,q! = [1]p,q[2]p,q · · · [k]p,q.
Wachs and White [11] defined a p, q-analogue of the Stirling numbers of the
second kind Sn,k(p, q) by defining the weight wp,q(P ) of a rook placement P ∈
Nn−k(Bn) as follows. First, each rook cancels all the cells in its row to its right plus
the cell that it is in. Then we let wp,q(P ) = q
uncb(P )punca(P ) where uncb(P ) is the
number of uncanceled cells that lie below a rook in P and unca(P ) is the number of
uncanceled cells that lie above a rook in P . For example, if P is the rook placement
pictured on the top left in Figure 8, we have placed qs in cells that contribute to
uncb(P ) and ps in cells that contribute to unca(P ) so that wp,q(P ) = p
2q3. Then
we define Sn,k(p, q) =
∑
P∈Nn−k(Bn)
wp,q(P ). One can show that the Sn,k(p, q) can
also be defined by the recursions
(16) Sn+1,k(p, q) = Sn,k−1(p, q) + [k]p,qSn,k(p, q).
with initial conditions that S0,0(p, q) = 1 and Sn,k(p, q) = 0 if either k < 0 or k > n.
For example, one can prove (16) by classifying the non-attacking rook placements
in Nn+1−k(Bn+1) by according to whether there is a rook in the last column. That
5This is the los statistic on ordered set partitions in [10].
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is, if P does not have a rook in the last column, then P must have n+ 1− k rooks
in Bn so that the contribution of such rook placements to Sn+1,k(p, q) is∑
P∈Nn−(k−1)(Bn)
wp,q(P ) = Sn,k−1(p, q).
If P does have a rook in the last column, then it has n−k rooks in Bn which cancel
n− k cells in the last column. Thus there are k uncanceled cells in the last column
and if we place the rook in the last column in the ith uncanceled cell, reading from
top to bottom, then we will get a contribution of qi−1pk−1−i to the weight of P .
As a result, the contribution of such rook placements to Sn+1,k(p, q) is
(pk−1 + pk−2q + · · ·+ pqk−2 + qk−1)
∑
P∈Nn−k(Bn)
wp,q(B) = [k]p,qSn,k(p, q).
X X
X
p
p
p
p
p
p
q q
X X
X X
X X
X
X
p
q
p
q
q
Xp
p
p
p
q q
X
p
p
p
p q q
q
q
Figure 8. p, q-weights of rook placements, file placements, and
mixed placements
We obtain a second p, q-analogue of the Sn,k by setting
S˜n,k(p, q) = p
(n2)−(
k
2)Sn,k(q/p).
We can also give a combinatorial interpretation to S˜n,k(p, q). That is, we know that
if we place n−k non-attacking rooks in Bn, then in the empty columns, we will have
shown that the number of uncanceled cells is 1, . . . , k − 1 as we read from left to
right. Thus we can view p(
n
2)−(
k
2) as placing a weight of p in every cell except those
uncanceled cells in the empty columns. Then to account for the factor Sn,k(q/p),
we must multiply the weight of any uncanceled cell that lies below a rook by q/p
which will give it an effective weight of q. Thus the weight of such a placement will
be Wp,q(P ) = q
uncb(P )punca(P )pcan(P ) where can(P ) is the number of canceled cells
of P . For example, For example, if P is the rook placement pictured on the top
left in Figure 8, there are 6 canceled cells so that Wp,q(P ) = q
3p8. Then
(17) S˜n,k(p, q) = p
(n2)−(
k
2)Sn,k(q/p) =
∑
P∈Nn−k(Bn)
Wp,q(P ).
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The same argument that we used to show that the recursion (16) holds will show
that
(18) S˜n+1,k(p, q) = p
n+1−kS˜n,k−1(p, q) + p
n+1−k[k]p,qS˜n,k(p, q)
because there are always n + 1 − k canceled cells in the last column for any P ∈
Nn+1−k(Bn+1).
Given a file placement F ∈ F(Stn), we also define wp,q(F ) = quncb(P )punca(P ).
That is the only cells that get canceled in a file placement are the cells that contain
rooks so that in wp,q(F ) we are counting a factor of p for every cell that lies above
a rook and a factor of q for every cell that lies below a rook. For example, if
F is the file placement pictured on the top right in Figure 8, wp,q(F ) = q
2p6.
It is then easy to see that a rook in a row j and column i of Stn contributes
qj−1pi−j so that the set of possible placements of a rook in column i contributes
pi−1 + qpi−2 + · · ·+ pqi−2 + qi−1 = [i]p,q to
∑
F∈Fn(Stn)
wp,q(F ). Thus
(19) [n]p,q! =
∑
F∈Fn(Stn)
wp,q(F ).
We can similarly define the weight wp,q(P ) of a mixed placement P ∈ Mn,k
by setting wp,q(P ) = q
unca(P )punca(P ), where each non-attacking rook or file rook
cancels its cell and each non-attacking rook cancels all the cells in its row to its right
plus the cell in its column in the first row. For example, if P is the mixed placement
pictured in the bottom row of Figure 8, then we have placed a q in each cell counted
by uncb(P ) and p in each cell counted by unca(P ) so that wp,q(P ) = q
6p7. It follows
from our arguments above that
(20) D
wp,q
Mn,k
=
∑
P∈Mn,k
wp,q(P ) = [n− k]p,q!Sn,n−k(p, q).
In addition, by classifying the mixed placements P ∈ Mn,k according to whether
the rook in last column is a file rook or a non-attacking rook one can show that
(21) D
wp,q
Mn,k
= [n− k]p,qD
wp,q
Mn−1,k−1
+ [n− k]p,qD
wp,q
Mn−1,k
.
We now are in position to give two different p, q-analogues of Theorem 4.2.2.
That is, in Theorem 4.2.2, we can replace q by q/p and then multiply by p(
n
2).
Then if we observe that p−(
k
2)[k]p,q! = [k]q/p! and p
coinv(σ)qinv(σ) = p(
n
2)(q/p)inv(σ)
for any σ ∈ Sn, we see that
n∑
k=1
[k]p,q!S˜n,k(p, q)z
n−k
=
∑
σ∈Sn
pcoinv(σ)qinv(σ)
∏
j∈Des(σ)
(
1 +
z
(q/p)1+inv
,j(σ)
)
=
∑
σ∈Sn
pcoinv(σ)qinv(σ)
∏
j∈Asc(σ)
(
1 +
z
(q/p)inv
,j(σ)
)
=
∑
σ∈Sn
p(
n
2)−maj(σ)qmaj(σ)
des(σ)∏
j=1
(
1 +
z
(q/p)j
)
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Alternatively, a more subtle p, q-analogue of Theorem 4.2.2 is the following:∑
σ∈Sn
pcoinv(σ)qinv(σ)
∏
j∈Des(σ)
(
1 +
z
pcoinv
j,(σ)q1+inv
,j(σ)
)
=
∑
σ∈Sn
pcoinv(σ)qinv(σ)
∏
j∈Asc(σ)
(
1 +
z
p1+coinv
j,(σ)qinv
,j(σ)
)
=
n−1∑
k=0
Dcoinv,inv
S
>
n,k
(p, q)zk
=
n∑
k=1
[k]p,q!Sn,k(p, q)z
n−k.
The proofs of these identities are very similar to the proof of Haglund’s conjec-
ture. That is, it follows from our remarks above that∑
σ∈Sn
pcoinv(σ)qinv(σ)
∏
j∈Des(σ)
(
1 +
z
pcoinv
j,(σ)q1+inv
,j(σ)
)
=
∑
σ∈Sn
pcoinv(σ)qinv(σ)
∏
j∈Asc(σ)
(
1 +
z
p1+coinv
j,(σ)qinv
,j(σ)
)
=
n−1∑
k=0
Dcoinv,inv
S
>
n,k
(p, q)zk.
Thus we must show that
n−1∑
k=0
Dcoinv,inv
S
>
n,k
(p, q)zk =
n∑
k=1
[k]p,q!Sn,k(p, q)z
n−k.
This requires only that we show that
(22) Dcoinv,inv
S
>
n,k
(p, q) = [n− k]p,qD
coinv,inv
S
>
n−1,k−1
(p, q) + [n− k]p,qD
coinv,inv
S
>
n−1,k
(p, q).
To prove (22), we need only show that our inv-bar and inv-star insertions cooperate
with our coinversion statistic. That is, we must prove the following lemma.
Lemma 5.3.1.
• For (σ, S) ∈ S>n−1,k, coinv(φ
|
inv,n,k(i, (σ, S))) = coinv((σ, S))+n−k−1− i.
• For (σ, S) ∈ S>n−1,k−1, coinv(φ
∗
inv,n,k(i, (σ, S))) = coinv((σ, S)) + n − k −
1− i.
Proof. To prove the first statement, we notice that inserting n at the position that
received the label i for bar insertion creates n−k− 1− i new coinversions (between
n and all the unstarred elements to its left) and does not affect any of the previous
coinversions. The same is true for star insertion, since each star insertion label is
one less than the bar insertion label at the same position, and one less coinversion
is created. 
Proposition 5.3.1. The polynomial Dcoinv,inv
S
>
n,k
(p, q) equals 1 when k = n − 1, 0
when k < 0 or k > n− 1, and
Dcoinv,inv
S
>
n,k
(p, q) = [n− k]p,qD
coinv,inv
S
>
n−1,k
(p, q) + [n− k]p,qD
coinv,inv
S
>
n−1,k−1
(p, q)
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otherwise.
Proof. Our proof is very similar to the proof of Proposition 4.2.1. By Lemmas 4.2.1
and 5.3.1, we have that
Dcoinv,inv
S
>
n,k
(q) =
∑
(τ,T )∈S>
n,k
pcoinv((τ,T ))qinv((τ,T ))
=
∑
(τ,T )∈S>
n,k
n is not starred in (τ,T )
pcoinv((τ,T ))qinv((τ,T ))+
∑
(τ,T )∈S>
n,k
n is starred in (τ,T )
pcoinv((τ,T ))qinv((τ,T ))
=
n−k−1∑
i=0
∑
(σ,S)∈S>
n−1,k
pcoinv(φ
|
n,k
(i,(σ,S)))qinv(φ
|
n,k
(i,(σ,S)))+
n−k−1∑
i=0
∑
(σ,S)∈S>
n−1,k
pcoinv(φ
∗
n,k(i,(σ,S)))qinv(φ
∗
n,k(i,(σ,S)))
=
n−k−1∑
i=0
∑
(σ,S)∈S>
n−1,k
pcoinv((σ,S))+n−k−1−iqinv((σ,S))+i+
n−k−1∑
i=0
∑
(σ,S)∈S>
n−1,k−1
pcoinv((σ,S))+n−k−1−iqinv((σ,S))+i
= [n− k]p,qD
coinv,inv
S
>
n−1,k
(p, q) + [n− k]p,qD
coinv,inv
S
>
n−1,k
(p, q).

One may notice that the major index is absent from our second p, q-analogue.
We can define a companion maj for maj in S>n,k which would give us a pair of
statistics on S>n,k such that
n−1∑
k=0
Dmaj,maj
S
>
n,k
(p, q)zk =
n∑
k=1
[k]p,q!Sn,k(p, q)z
n−k.
All we have to do is to ensure that we define maj so that the following lemma
holds.
Lemma 5.3.2.
• For (σ, S) ∈ S>n−1,k, maj(φ
|
maj,n,k(i, (σ, S))) = maj((σ, S)) + n− k − i− i.
• For (σ, S) ∈ S>n−1,k−1, maj(φ
∗
maj,n,k(i, (σ, S))) = maj((σ, S))+n−k−1−i.
This can be done by simply defining maj by recursion so that our maj-bar and
maj-star insertion have this property. The problem here is to find a natural defini-
tion of this statistic which does not refer to the our labelings of spaces. We have
not been able to find such a definition due to the complications that arise by the
moving stars in maj-bar and maj-star insertion.
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5.4. Varying Rook Placements. We mentioned earlier that the conditions about
the bottom row in the set of rook placements Mn,k are unnatural from a rook
theoretic point of view. In this section, we see that we can remove these conditions
and obtain a variant of our main theorem that involves a different set of descent-
starred permutations. Along the way, we see some how the rook theoretic point of
view can help us obtain variations of our main result.
Define M′n,k to be Mn,k along with the additional placements that have some
right-canceling rook in the bottom row. The natural adaptation of unc to this set
of objects adds in the bottom-row squares below right-canceling rooks. We call this
statistic unc′. From the rook placements, we observe
Dunc
′
M′
n,k
(q) = [n− k + 1]qD
unc′
M′
n−1,k−1
(q) + [n− k]qD
unc′
M′
n−1,k
(q)(23)
= [n− k]q!Sn+1,n−k+1(q).
We would like to adjust our descent-starred permutations and our statistics to
obtain this recursion in that setting. These equalities imply that we must replace
S
>
n,k with some larger set of objects. This set of objects we will consider is
S
>′
n,k = {(σ, S) : σ ∈ Sn, S ⊆ Des(σ) ∪ {n}, |S| = k}.
By appending a zero to the end of σ for each (σ, S) ∈ S>
′
n,k, we see that we can
also think of S>
′
n,k as the set of permutations of {0, 1, . . . , n} that end in a zero and
have k descents starred.
We would like to adjust our statistics so that they match the recursion (23)
on S>
′
n,k. In fact, essentially the same statistics work here as before. That is, for
(σ, S) ∈ S>
′
n , we set
Inv′((σ, S)) = {(i, j) : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, σi > σj , j /∈ S, {i, i+ 1, . . . , j − 1} 6⊆ S}
inv′((σ, S)) = | Inv′((σ, S))| = inv(σ)−
∑
i∈S
inv,i(σ).
The slight difference from the S>n,k case comes from the fact that it is possible to
insert a starred n without creating any inversions, namely by inserting it as far
right as possible. Similarly, we set
maj′((σ, S)) = maj(σ) −
∑
i∈S
|Des(σ) ∩ {i, i+ 1, . . . , n− 1}|
for (σ, S) ∈ S>
′
n . We claim that the natural adjustments of our insertion procedure
to these new objects yields the correct recursions, so we have
Dinv
′
S
>′
n,k
(q) = Dmaj
′
S
>′
n,k
(q) = Dunc
′
M′
n,k
(q).
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We can rewrite these identities as∑
σ∈Sn
qinv(σ)
∏
i∈Des(σ)∪{n}
(
1 +
z
qinv
,i(σ)
)
=
∑
σ∈Sn
qmaj(σ)
des(σ)∏
j=0
(
1 +
z
qi
)
=
n∑
k=0
[n− k]q!Sn+1,n−k+1(q)z
k.
The second and third lines are each clearly equal to 1+z times their corresponding
terms in the S>n,k case. We can also make this 1 + z term evident in the first line
by considering the following. Given an element (σ, S) ∈ S>
′
n , we consider (σ, S)
as a descent-starred permutation of {0, 1, . . . , n} that ends with a zero. We then
reverse it, obtaining an ascent-starred permutation of {0, 1, . . . , n} that begins with
a zero. We claim that tracing the inversion statistic through this process yields the
identity ∑
σ∈Sn
qinv(σ)
∏
i∈Des(σ)∪{n}
(
1 +
z
qinv
,i(σ)
)
=
∑
σ∈Sn
qinv(σ)
∏
i∈Asc(σ)∪{0}
(
1 +
z
qinv i,(σ)
)
= (1 + z)
∑
σ∈Sn
qinv(σ)
∏
i∈Asc(σ)
(
1 +
z
qinv i,(σ)
)
which indeed is 1 + z times the corresponding term in our main theorem.
5.5. Future Directions. In this final section, we outline some possible general-
izations and extensions of our work as well as some open questions.
First, Rawlings [9] defined a sequence of statistics on Sn called r-maj defined
for 1 ≤ r ≤ n which interpolates between the major index and inversion statistics.
That is, for any σ ∈ Sn, 1-maj(σ) = maj(σ) and n-maj(σ) = inv(σ). Rawlings
went on to prove that r-maj is Mahonian for any r. We plan to extend Haglund’s
conjecture to r-maj in a future paper.
There are many other natural variations of our work from the rook theoretic
point of view. In particular, various rook theory models have been developed to
handle groups of colored permutations Cm ≀Sn. Many mathematicians have worked
to define and explore a suitable analogue of inversion number and major index to
these more general groups, for example in [1]. The main problem here is that there
is more than one way to find an analogue of Haglund’s conjecture in this setting.
This will also be the subject of future work.
As we mentioned in Section 2, there is another, perhaps more well-studied, bi-
jection between inv and maj in the Sn case due to Foata that is quite different
from the method of Carlitz that we have used. Is there a way to generalize Foata’s
insertion map to give a bijective proof of our identity? Or is Carlitz’s method
inherently more valuable in this setting?
If one considers Sn as the set of rearrangements of {1, 2, . . . , n}, it is natural
to ask what happens if we replace the underlying set {1, 2, . . . , n} with some other
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multiset. If A is any multiset, we can replace summations over Sn in the statement
of Haglund’s conjecture by summations over all rearrangements of A. Haglund also
conjectured that the resulting equality still holds. This has been proved by the
second author [12]. Such a result is especially interesting because of its connections
to Macdonald polynomials and diagonal harmonics.
The last common generalization of the symmetric group to consider is the class
of reflection groups. Here we have a natural statistic that reduces to the inversion
number on Sn (length), and even a notion of ordered set partitions, which makes
the setting ideal for exploration.
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